A~tract. Given an associative ring A, let asr(A) denote the absolute stable range of A, as defined in [5] . We prove that asr(A) ~< 1 + Kdim A if A is a right Noetherian ring, and that asr(A) ~< 1 + cl-Kdim A if A is an afline PI algebra. Combined with results from [5] , this provides a cancellation theorem ('Witt cancellation') for quadratic spaces defined over such a ring A.
O. Introduction
Let A be an associative ring (with identity) and let J/A denote the set of maximal right ideals of A. Given a right ideal I of A, write
J(I) = n {M ~ ,.1[ a : I ~ M}.
In this notation, we set A = J(A); thus the Jacobson radical of A is denoted by J(0). If I = J(I), then I is called a Jacobson right ideal. The paper [5] considers the notion of the absolute stable rank of A, which is written asr(A) and defined as follows: asr(A) ~< n if, given any a0 .... , a, ~ A, then there exist to, 9 9 9 t,_ 1 e A such that J(~o aiA)= J("~o 1 (ai + a, ti)A).
One of the main aims of [5] is to obtain bounds for asr(A) for various classes of noncommutative rings A; in particular, they show that: (i) asr(A) ~< 1 + d whenever A is a module finite algebra over a commutative Noetherian ring R with dim(maxspec R) = d, and (ii) asr(A) = 1 if A is a semi-local ring (see [5] , Theorems 3.1 and 2.4], respectively). The aim of this note is to show that the techniques of [8] can be easily modified to give a simpler proof of these results. Indeed, our proof also works for any fight Noetherian ring, and for any affine PI ring (a ring is called affine if it is finitely generated as an algebra over some central subfield and is PI if it satisfies a polynomial identity).
THEOREM A. (i) If A is a right Noetherian ring, then asr(A) ~< 1 + Kdim(A/J(O)).
(ii) Let A be a PI ring, and assume either that A is finitely generated as an algebra over some central, Noetherian subring, or that A is a finitely generated module over some central, J-Noetherian subring. Then asr(A) ~< I + dim(maxspec A).
Here Kdim stands for Krull dimension in the sense of Rentschler and Gabriel [6] , while dim(maxspec A) is defined as in the commutative case: dim(maxspec A) is the maximum integer n for which there exists a chain of Jacobson, prime ideals P0 c P~ c. 9 9 c Pn in A. We prove both parts of Theorem A simultaneously by working with a more general class of rings (which we call strongly right J-Noetherian rings) and a dimension (which we call Kmax) that is bounded above by Kdim A, respectively, by dim(maxspec A), in the two cases mentioned in Theorem A. The definitions of these terms and the elementary results concerned with them are given in Section 1, while the following generalisation of Theorem A is proved in Section 2: THEOREM B. If A is a strongly right J-Noetherian ring, then asr(A)~< 1 + Kmax A.
We should emphasise, however, that if the reader is satisfied with Theorem A(i), then the results of Section 1 are unnecessary. Indeed, if every occurrence of 'Kmax' in the proof of Theorem B is replaced by 'Kdim', then one obtains a valid proof for Theorem A(i).
Finally, the motivation for considering absolute stable rank is that it provides a version of Witt cancellation for quadratic spaces defined over A. Here the notion of a quadratic space is the very general one of Bak given in [ 1, p. 255] and rediscovered by Magurn, Van der Kallen, and Vaserstein in [5, w Since it is rather involved, we refer the reader to [1] or [5] for its definition. However, the reader should note that this definition does include all of the quadratic spaces of, for example, Bak [ 1], Bass [2] and Wall [11] . The Witt index, ind(q) of a quadratic space (V, q) is the largest integer r such that (V, q) contains an isomorphic copy of the hyperbolic space H(A(*~). The details of this (and other undefined terms) can be found in [5, ~6,7] . Combining Theorem B with [5, 
NOTATION. Throughout this note ~ and c will stand for strict inclusions. 
Proof. (i) We may assume that Ii, Iz and 13 are Jacobson right ideals of A. Certainly any chain of Jacobson right ideals between I~ and I2 (or between 12 and 13) can be extended to a chain between/1 and 13. This clearly implies the stated inequality (see [ 
Since J(0)= 0, it is readily checked that every minimal prime ideal of A is Jacobson. But, by Lemma 1.4, K is contained in no minimal prime ideal of A. Therefore, dim(maxspec(A/K)) < dim(maxspec A) = n. However, by induction and the last paragraph, dim(maxspec(A/K)) = Kmax(A/K) i> n; a contradiction. To see this, observe that, while (0), (x) and (x, y) are all Jacobson prime ideals of R, one has 0 = ~ {M} for any infinite set of maximal ideals {M:x r M}. This example suggests that, in fact, Kmax R = inf{n : Y = maxspec R is a disjoint union of subspaces: Y = U1 u. 9 9 u Ur with dim Ut < n for each i}.
Finally, observe that, although R is a domain, the module RR is not critical.
(ii) Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 can easily be generalised to work for rings satisfying Warfield's condition (*). Thus, assume that A is a ring which has ACC on Jacobson ideals, and such that AlP is a right fully bounded, right Goldie ring for each Jacobson, prime ideal P. Then A is strongly right J-Noetherian and Kmax A ~< dim(maxspec A). The details are left to the interested reader. Proof. The proof is similar to that used in [8] to prove that the stable range of a right Noetherian ring is bounded above by its Krull dimension. Let n = Kmax A and -1 ~< s ~< n an integer. Given Jacobson right ideals I _ L, consider the following inductive statement: Since AlP is fight Goldie, this forces J(P +I)= P; that is, I~_P. Moreover, Equation (3) now implies that (boa + P)/P is an essential submodule of AlP, and hence of (N + P)/P. Therefore, as N c~ P = L (boA + I)/I is an essential submodule of N/I.
The Main Theorem
Thus we may choose x ~ (boa + I) n (cA + I) with x r L Now repeat the argument given after Equation (2) For tight Noetherian tings (with Kmax replaced by Kdim), this corollary is contained in [8] , while for affine PI rings (with Kmax replaced by dim(maxspec)) it is a consequence of [10, Theorem 3.10] . For the numerous applications of the stable range theorem to K-theory and classical groups defined over tings, the reader is referred to [3] . Proof. This is an easy exercise. (For the Noetherian tings this result has also been stated, but not proved, as [9, Proposition 3.9] .) Finally, I should remark that I know almost nothing about the properties of J-Noethetian tings and Kmax. (As sample questions: Are right J-Noetherian tings always strongly tight J-Noethetian? Does equality always hold in Lemma 1.2(i)?) However, it is widely recognised that Noetherian tings and affine PI algebras have many properties in common, and so it is possible that strongly J-Noetherian tings will provide a convenient setting in which to prove results about both of these classes of rings.
